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For Me EME is a ProcessFor Me EME is a Process

After a fling at 2 meter CW EMEAfter a fling at 2 meter CW EME
A number of years on 432 CW EMEA number of years on 432 CW EME
I decided to try 1296MHZ CW EMEI decided to try 1296MHZ CW EME

Less QRNLess QRN
Another ChallengeAnother Challenge



First ExperimentsFirst Experiments

Loop Yagis and ListeningLoop Yagis and Listening
Two 55el Loops and a .4db NF preampTwo 55el Loops and a .4db NF preamp

Is it possible to use them in CW?Is it possible to use them in CW?
Would they be limited to JT mode?Would they be limited to JT mode?





ResultsResults

Heard the Biggest stations weaklyHeard the Biggest stations weakly
Some stress setting upSome stress setting up
Only really usable for digital modesOnly really usable for digital modes
3db penalty real3db penalty real



On to DishesOn to Dishes

I decided to set up portable in the driveway and to point the diI decided to set up portable in the driveway and to point the dish sh 
manually. I was limited to under 10 feet and no permanent manually. I was limited to under 10 feet and no permanent 
mountingmounting..

First dish was a gift. 6 feetFirst dish was a gift. 6 feet
f/d was .34f/d was .34-- hard to feedhard to feed
Mount was greatMount was great
Patch FeedPatch Feed-- very poor isolationvery poor isolation

Second dish was 7 feetSecond dish was 7 feet--a gifta gift
Great f/d, odd mounting but usableGreat f/d, odd mounting but usable..



StationStation

Initially all next to the dishInitially all next to the dish
Too hard to set upToo hard to set up

Changed the set up so that the station was in the Changed the set up so that the station was in the 
garage and the dish in the driveway.garage and the dish in the driveway.
Only a dish and three wires to hook up.Only a dish and three wires to hook up.









The Devil’s in the DetailsThe Devil’s in the Details

TS 790A TS 790A 
Change the BatteryChange the Battery
Do an alignment and adjust the band gainDo an alignment and adjust the band gain
External interface had to be used to PTT the External interface had to be used to PTT the 
amp/sequenceramp/sequencer
Power a little lowPower a little low
CW filter good but DSP needed. NIR 12 or 599zx CW filter good but DSP needed. NIR 12 or 599zx 
the best.the best.



PreampsPreamps

DEMDEM
Good PreampGood Preamp-- great NF, one stage gain.great NF, one stage gain.
Must have short feed lines to use it.Must have short feed lines to use it.
I put two in series.I put two in series.

HB9BBDHB9BBD
Superior engineering and constructionSuperior engineering and construction
Only one needed (.2db Only one needed (.2db nfnf and 32db gain).and 32db gain).



FeedFeed

Passed on Standard feedPassed on Standard feed
Too much obstruction Too much obstruction 
Hard to adjustHard to adjust

Mike KL6M offered to make a Septum feed.  Mike KL6M offered to make a Septum feed.  
Easier to adjust and >29db isolation all ports.Easier to adjust and >29db isolation all ports.
Mounted an SMA relay and connectors for preamp.Mounted an SMA relay and connectors for preamp.



FeedlinesFeedlines

I have about 20’ of hardline for the amplifier.I have about 20’ of hardline for the amplifier.
Measured the loss of all the RF cables at Measured the loss of all the RF cables at 
1296Mhz and labeled them.1296Mhz and labeled them.
Labeled all the wires so that none could be Labeled all the wires so that none could be 
confused and Kept DCconfused and Kept DC--RCA and RCA and 
RFRF-- BNC or N connectors. BNC or N connectors. 



AmplifiersAmplifiers--driversdrivers

DEM 30 Watt intermediate ampDEM 30 Watt intermediate amp
Put in a 20db pad to raise the drive level.Put in a 20db pad to raise the drive level.
Allows me to drive the Hi Spec to max outputAllows me to drive the Hi Spec to max output

I use an older amp and a jig to burn in 7289 I use an older amp and a jig to burn in 7289 
tubes. tubes. 
I test them at 1 watt in and keep records on IP, I test them at 1 watt in and keep records on IP, 
IG, RF out, and G1 bias. IG, RF out, and G1 bias. 
40% check ok. About 10% are great.40% check ok. About 10% are great.



AmplifiersAmplifiers--7289’s7289’s

The Hi Spec takes 2 7289’s and is stable on air at The Hi Spec takes 2 7289’s and is stable on air at 
175 watts output.  175 watts output.  
My results at water cooling  are poor. My results at water cooling  are poor. 

However  air cooled, it will make an excellent However  air cooled, it will make an excellent 
compact portable amplifier compact portable amplifier 

Problems with finding good tubes and tube Problems with finding good tubes and tube 
stability led me to look for another amplifier.stability led me to look for another amplifier.



AmplifiersAmplifiers--GS15bGS15b

GS15b Looked like a good option to 7289’sGS15b Looked like a good option to 7289’s
Newer tubeNewer tube
Higher plate voltageHigher plate voltage
Higher output with less stressHigher output with less stress
Built modules available from KD5FZX.Built modules available from KD5FZX.

The only proven circuit is a grounded screen The only proven circuit is a grounded screen 
arrangement. A little strange, but good.arrangement. A little strange, but good.



GS 15b moreGS 15b more

Bought an amp module with tube.Bought an amp module with tube.
Bought a Bought a DentronDentron V (now a V (now a 
““Dougtron”)becauseDougtron”)because of the chassis and power of the chassis and power 
supply. And began to modify it for the 15b. supply. And began to modify it for the 15b. 
Eventually had a friend start over and build an Eventually had a friend start over and build an 
amp for me with my module. amp for me with my module. 

My problemMy problem--my confidence exceeded my abilities.my confidence exceeded my abilities.
Time needed for completion at my rate exceeded my Time needed for completion at my rate exceeded my 
likely life expectancy. likely life expectancy. 



Amplifier PowerAmplifier Power

150 watts gets you a few 150 watts gets you a few QSO’sQSO’s on a small dish.on a small dish.
350 watts gets you heard on by many more 350 watts gets you heard on by many more 
stations. stations. 
1500 watts gives you “big dog” status.1500 watts gives you “big dog” status.
350watts seemed like a good compromise 350watts seemed like a good compromise 
between stations to work, money and difficulty. between stations to work, money and difficulty. 



Test EquipmentTest Equipment

Power MeterPower Meter
Used an HP 432 and coupler to calibrate my 400Used an HP 432 and coupler to calibrate my 400--1000mhz slugs on 1296mhz. 1000mhz slugs on 1296mhz. 
The slugs were >20% low. The slugs were >20% low. 
Made a calibration chart for the slugsMade a calibration chart for the slugs

Noise Figure MeterNoise Figure Meter
HP 8970A well worth the money for NF and loss.HP 8970A well worth the money for NF and loss.
Other heads can be used/recalibrated besides the HP one.Other heads can be used/recalibrated besides the HP one.

Signal GeneratorSignal Generator
Use second harmonic and make your own multiplier from lower freqUse second harmonic and make your own multiplier from lower frequency uency 
generator rather than buying a 1.2ghz generator. generator rather than buying a 1.2ghz generator. 

Spectrum Analyzer or snifferSpectrum Analyzer or sniffer
Have a way to verify that you are putting out energy on only 129Have a way to verify that you are putting out energy on only 1296 mhz.6 mhz.
Use the sun to verify antenna pattern and RX function.Use the sun to verify antenna pattern and RX function.
SystronSystron--Donner or AIL reasonable choices and inexpensiveDonner or AIL reasonable choices and inexpensive



ConclusionsConclusions

Think of getting on EME as a processThink of getting on EME as a process
Keep in mind how many stations your design Keep in mind how many stations your design 
will allow you to talk to at a reasonable level.will allow you to talk to at a reasonable level.
Design and build like you are going on CW, Design and build like you are going on CW, 
even if you want to use a digital mode.even if you want to use a digital mode.
Work with friends to speed things up and pool Work with friends to speed things up and pool 
resources. resources. 
Have access to adequate test gear. Have access to adequate test gear. 



ProblemsProblems

An opportunity to use a larger dish came along An opportunity to use a larger dish came along 
and really slowed things down.and really slowed things down.
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Questions?Questions?

Doug K6JEYDoug K6JEY
dmillar@moonlink.netdmillar@moonlink.net


